Zahn Dental Showcases One Piece, 3D Printed Denture System at LMT Lab Day to Help Laboratories Enhance Digital Workflows

February 22, 2024

Henry Schein’s Dental Lab Business to Demonstrate Exclusive Products, Myerson TruJetX3 and Trusana One, Among Suite of Digital Solutions

MELVILLE, N.Y., February 22, 2024 – Zahn Dental, the U.S. dental laboratory business of Henry Schein, Inc. (Nasdaq: HSIC), will feature new products, solutions, and software from its enhanced digital portfolio, as well as offer continuing education at this week’s LMT LAB DAY held at the Hyatt Regency Chicago.

In Ballrooms E and F, Zahn Dental will feature Myerson’s TruJetX3 inkjet 3D printer, and introduce Trusana One, a premium jetting resin, which together provides dental laboratories with an aesthetic, one piece 3D printed monolithic denture solution. Exclusive to Zahn Dental and available in seven tooth shades and four denture base shades, Trusana One jetting resins can quickly and consistently produce premium digital dentures, helping to improve digital production among lab technicians and enhance digital workflows. In addition, Zahn Dental will also demonstrate the Trusana Denture System, which offers dental laboratories a complete and simple digital denture workflow that is validated with Asiga 3D printers.

Additional solutions that will demonstrate Zahn Dental’s continued investment in digital denture solutions include: AutoFinish DCPC 250 and DCPC 500 dental finishing machines, Dental Direkt DD cubeX® Zirconia, Dentsply Lucitone Digital Print Denture System, Desktop Health Flexcera™ Smile Ultra+ and Flexcera™ Base resins; Nemotec’s Nemostudio suite of design software, and XTCERA X-Mill 500 Plus. Dental laboratories can visit with Zahn Dental’s consultants and product specialists to learn more about the application of these solutions for creating a premium denture with physical properties and lifelike esthetics that mirror the beauty and translucency of a natural smile; the fabrication of digital dentures with ceramic-like strength exclusively for use with Desktop Health’s 3D printer, Einstein ProXL; and automate finishing and polishing processes so technicians can streamline the production process.

“We look forward to showcasing our expanded solutions from Zahn Dental’s digital dentistry portfolio, demonstrating our commitment to advancing the digital removable’s category and strengthening the support we provide to dental laboratories and their digital workflow journeys,” said Rita Acquafredda, President, Global Dental Lab & Prosthetic Solutions, Zahn Dental. “At Zahn Dental, we recognize the important value that dental labs deliver to dentistry, and are committed to helping foster the adoption of digital solutions. Laboratories can rely on us to help successfully implement digital dentistry and provide education for enhancing digital skillsets among laboratory technicians.”

Zahn Dental will offer three days of CE education to more than 1,000 registered lab technicians, and more than 8,000 square feet of hands-on product demonstrations. Laboratory owners and technicians can hear from Zahn Dental’s trusted advisors about implementing new strategies and solutions to create an enhanced, integrated digital workflow. The following speakers will address a range of timely topics including digital dentures, patient acceptance, 3D printing, and digital workflows:

- Daniel Alter, MSc, MDT, CDT – Editor, Inside Dental Technology;
- Mike Farago – CEO, Concord Dental Laboratory, Inc.;
- Milos Markovic, CDT – Director of CAD/CAM & Implantology, Aurora DTC;
- Jack Marrano, CDT – Director of Signature Prosthetics, Absolute Dental Service;
- Gene Rogalski – Consultant, Myerson;
- Kris Schermerhorn, CDT – Owner, Northern Virginia Dental Lab;
- Jimmy Stegall – National Procedural Solutions Specialist, Dentsply Sirona;
- Tim Torbenson – President, evo820, LLC; and
- Dennis Urban, CDT – Director of Operations and Clinical Education, Micro Dental.

For a complete schedule of Zahn Dental’s courses at LMT LAB DAY, click here.

Henry Schein, Inc.

Henry Schein, Inc. (Nasdaq: HSIC) is a solutions company for health care professionals powered by a network of people and technology. With approximately 24,000 Team Schein Members worldwide, the Company’s network of trusted advisors provides more than 1 million customers globally with more than 300 valued solutions that help improve operational success and clinical outcomes. Our Business, Clinical, Technology, and Supply Chain solutions help office-based dental and medical practitioners work more efficiently so they can provide quality care more effectively. These solutions also support dental laboratories, government and institutional health care clinics, as well as other alternate care sites.

Henry Schein operates through a centralized and automated distribution network, with a selection of more than 300,000 branded products and Henry Schein private-brand products in stock.

A FORTUNE 500 Company and a member of the S&P 500® index, Henry Schein is headquartered in Melville, N.Y., and has operations or affiliates in 33 countries and territories. The Company’s sales reached $12.6 billion in 2022, and have grown at a compound annual rate of approximately 12.1 percent since Henry Schein became a public company in 1995.

For more information, visit Henry Schein at

www.henryschein.com, Facebook.com/HenrySchein, Instagram.com/HenrySchein, and @HenrySchein on X.
About Zahn Dental

Zahn Dental, the dental laboratory business of Henry Schein, is a leading distributor of CAD/CAM equipment, digital materials, removable prosthetic teeth, and traditional core supplies to dental laboratories in North America. Zahn Dental adds a full-service support, training and repair department and R&D to provide solutions for laboratories, and is dedicated to providing the best technology to help labs provide the best products to their clinicians. The business offers a comprehensive, industry-leading selection of innovative products, breakthrough technologies, value-added services, and technical support that make Zahn Dental a total solution provider.

Laboratories can rely on Zahn Dental’s highly trained and knowledgeable specialists, consultants, support technicians, and Team Schein Members to deliver everything a laboratory needs to thrive and succeed. For more information, visit www.zahndental.com.
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